P et er bo r o ug h Mo un t a i ne er in g C l ub

We need
YOU!

PMC contacts

President: Clive Osborne
Tel: 01733 560303
president@peterboroughmc.co.uk
Chairman: Pete Machin
chairman@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Treasurer: Position vacant
treasurer@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Events co-ordinator: Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
Webmaster: Jac Rowlands
webmaster@peterboroughmc.co.uk
Cottage bookings: Robin Phillips
Tel: 01248 811203
gweledfa@hotmail.com

www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk

New members secretary: Daniel Flatt
newmembers@peterboroughmc.co.uk

www.peterboroughmc.co.uk

Secretary: Christelle Tarchalski
Tel: 07849 778636
secretary@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Many thanks to all our
contributors this issue. We
would love to receive your
articles and pictures for
the next issue – but you
don’t have to write a whole
article, you can also just
send us your ramblings, letters, news, best photos,
“Can’t-live-without” gear
reviews, or tell us about
your favourite walks /
scrambles / routes / MTB
areas! We can even advertise items
wanted/for sale...

The next deadline is:
*15th MAY*
– so e-mail them to us:
publisher@
peterboroughmc.co.uk

Please note: e-mail address and the web address
are now “.co.uk” instead of “.org.uk”

Produced by
Jenna Maryniak
Tel: 07876 564117
publisher
@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Thanks to Pete Machin for his help in
producing this issue and to Paul Rowlands for
his assistance in the printing and production!
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(N.B. Text should ideally be
sent as Word documents and
pictures should be high resolution jpgs – send them at
their original size and make
sure your camera is set to
high quality, so we can print
them big!)
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Have you got a head for numbers?
Want to be part of the PMC? We are looking for a new
PMC treasurer to replace Tony Hawkes, who sadly has
resigned. Huge thanks go to Tony for his input over the
years. If you think you can help, contact Pete Machin, who
can give you more details about what is required, e-mail
chairman@peterboroughmc.co.uk
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About the Peterborough
Mountaineering Club
The PMC is a friendly, successful
club with around 200 members
of all ages. We hold regular trips
to the Peak District, Wales, Lake
District and Scottish Highlands
to walk, climb and mountain
bike.
Each year we also organise
many club events, including trips
to the Alps, sunny Spain and
France, plus training sessions,
courses, socials, master classes,
etc. (you get the picture).
The club owns a luxurious hut
in Snowdonia (hot showers/fitted kitchen/drying room,
sleeping upto 30 people) and
the climbing wall in
Peterborough. The wall is open
7pm – 10pm weekdays, 1pm –
9pm weekends and is at the
Sports Club (and bar) beside
Edith Cavell Hospital (Club
nights – Tuesday).
Non-members are very welcome to join us at most events
and you are welcome to use the
climbing wall at any time.

Membership benefits:

• Save at the climbing wall (£4 members;
£5 nonNOT
RENEWED
members);
YOUR
• 10% discount on accommodation
MEMBERSHIP
at the club’s Snowdonia cottage
YET?
DO IT
in North Wales;
NOW!
• Third-party BMC mountaineering
insurance for up to £2 million;
• 10% discount at climbing shops
across the UK;
• Trips to the Lakes, Peaks, Scotland, Alps, Spain, Italy,
Fontainebleau.
• Training and expedition grants to subsidise your personal
mountaineering development;
• Take In! magazine – every quarter;
• Annual magazine from BMC entitled – Summit;
• Membership of the club bar and use of changing rooms at
the climbing wall;
• Opportunity to meet like-minded and adventurous people;
• Social calendar of training courses, events, dinners,
bouldering competitions and BBQs, etc.;
• Library of books, maps, videos, etc.
• Equipment library of helmets, harnesses, ice axes,
crampons, boots, rucksacks, cagoules, etc.;
• A source of walking an climbing partners.

The PMC half-owns the
Peterborough Wall and
the lovely Gefnan
cottage in Bethesda,
Snowdonia.
PMC members are
entitled to huge
discounts!
4

Cottage fees:
Member: £5
Child: £2
Guest: £10
Guest child: £3

Camping:
Member £2.50
Guest: £5
Child: £1.50
The PMC cottage in Snowdonia
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More News
Wall car parking

If you use the PTSC (wall) car park during
the day, you are likely to be clamped if you
do not display your membership card on
your dashboard. It is YOUR responsibility
to prove your membership of the PMC.

The official magazine of the
Peterborough Mountaineering
Club (PMC).

Now 15% discount at
NEW Cotswolds

90 Peterborough Road, Farcet,
Peterborough PE7 3BN. Tel: 01733
562372. www.kengirvan.co.uk

PMC members can
now get 15% discount at the new
Cotswold Outdoor
Unit 12/13,
Peterborough Garden
Park, Peterborough Road,
Eye, Peterborough.

Printed by:

If you don’t
keep your copies of
Take In for-ever and
ever, make sure you
recycle them!
See contact details on page 2.

Money off
Rock Blok provide
More
some fantastic
discounts for
discounts to PMC
members, including:
members!
* 20% off Rock Blok
activities & cycle hire.
* 10% off bikes and frames in Rutland Cycling;
* 15% off Rock Blok climbing gear & clothing
Terry Wrights Cycles in Deeping St James are
also supporting the PMC and will be giving
members:
* 10% off in the shop.

Now 15% off for
members at Precision

Precision Outdoors in
Stamford are now
offering PMC members a 15% discount on all items in the shop.
Precision stocks a wide range of outdoor
gear – including Mountain Equipment, North
Face and Haglof. They also stock and are able
to supply most leading climbing brands
(which are not currently in the shop) from
their wholesale business.
Just show your membership card and claim
your discount.
Precision Outdoors can be found almost
opposite Marks and Spencers Food store in
Stamford. Call 01780 757818 for more info.
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News from the PMC ...
Gear cupboard amnesty!

WE ARE ABOUIT to undertake a full inventory and
inspection of the kit (including books) held within the
gear cupboard at the wall. If
you have ANYTHING on
loan/hire from the cupboard,
please return it promptly.
We know who you are.

Spinal surgery for
chairman

OUR CHAIRMAN, Peter
Machin had successful spinal
surgery in January to
remove a bulge from a disc
in the lumbar region (L5 S1
for those with an interest in
technicalities). The disc
bulge had been interfering
with his sciatic nerve on and
off for a few years, but with
the condition worsening
with age and hampering his
climbing plans, he took the
surgical option.
Since surgery, he has been
building up his activity levels
and has worked up to a daily
walking distance of between
15 and 20 miles. Recently,
he started a bit of cycling,
rowing and gym work. He
plans to make a slow build
up back to full fitness and
will probably wait until the
autumn before partaking in
any serious mountaineering
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and fancies having a go at a
few long distance walks to
while away the spring and
summer.

Letters to
the Editor

Gefnan key deposit

Dear Take In!

WE HAVE INCREASED the
deposit fee for keys to
Gefnan cottage to £25.
Note, we do insist that you
have visited the cottage a
couple of times before we
will issue a key.

Meet leaders required

MEET LEADERS REQUIRED
for monthly Wales meets.
Being a meet leader is a
great way to get to know
other club members, and it
not an onerous task either.
The responsibilities, in brief;
establish who is driving and
arrange for non drivers to
car share, this is usually
done on the Tuesday before
the meet weekend. Once at
the cottage, make sure any
newcomers find a group to
walk or climb with. On the
Sunday, ensure that everybody does their chores and
that whoever is last to leave
switches of water heaters
and lights etc.
Meet leaders are an essential part of club life and existence, be part of it.

In response to your request for
articles for Take IN! magazine;
find me some time to do an article, which does not impinge too
much on real climbing time. :-)
By the way Great End IceClimbing was just superb today
with great views all across the
Lake District. (Yup, I know what
you are going to say.)

– Rob
Dear Take In!

I have noticed quite a few spelling
and grammatical errors creeping
in to this magazine. Things just
aint what it used too bee.

– Anon
Take In! - Thank you for you concern. In truth, we put the errors in
deliberately just to check if anyone
with a mediocre education reads the
mag.
PS. Fancy a job as a proof reader?
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Welcome Lucie!

Climbing Wall
The Peterborough Climbing Wall now
has a lovely website. Check it out at
www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk
Wall prices are now as follows:

Congratulations to our editor, Christelle, and
husband Tomasz on the birth of baby Lucie on
16th of March!

PMC members – £4
Non-members – £5
14-18s – £3
Under 14s – £1.50

Six-month season tickets:

PMC members – £75
Non-members – £100

12-month season tickets:

PMC members – £135
Non-members – £180
The Wall is run by PMC members. Ask at the
wall about becoming a wall supervisor if you
want to save loadsa money!

Open:

Pics: Jac Rowlands

Monday to Friday: 19:00 - 22:00
Saturday & Sunday: 13:00 - 21:00

Climbing
already!

More News...
Membership cards

SOME OF YOU MAY
HAVE NOTICED that the
BMC club membership
part is not printed on the
rear of your PMC membership card as it was last
year. It does not need to
be there, the card is still
fully functional without it.
In truth, it was only put
there to make them look
pretty. It was omitted

from the first batch of
cards due to a global ink
shortage. With that
resolved, we can return to
times more frivolous, and
enjoy pretty cards again
on subsequent print
batches.

Our very own
mountain author

REGULAR TAKE IN!
WRITER, Nick Livesey has

taken a huge step toward
achieving his ambition of
becoming a mountain
writer. His article on the
Aonach Eagach ridge was
published in the February
edition of Trail magazine.
This is Nick’s second
coming of fame; the first
was his televised rescue
from Buachaille Etive Mor.
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“A Right Rhum Do”

JOTTINGS OF THE NON-STOP OLDIES
Rodney Benham reminises about the PMC Expedition to Rhum... in 1981
Spring of 1981 saw the first PMC Expedition of
eight members, to the isolation of the Isle of
Rhum (no shops and only two boats a week!)
off the west coast of Scotland. It is about 8
miles in diameter with excellent geology and
first class mountains. It has been privately
owned for 100 years, so no sheep but plenty
of deer. In 1981 it was owned by The Nature
Conservancy. I travelled with Stuart Allen and
Jane McClintock (the current Mrs Benham).
Stuart and I set off to collect Jane, a recent
mountaineering colleague, from her flat. She
was responsible for the provision of the food.
When she opened the door her hallway was
packed with boxes and an aluminium airline
larder all neatly wrapped in black plastic bags
in order to keep the food dry and bugs at bay.
Stuart looked horrified. “ I’ve only got a
Volkswagen saloon not a light van.” We eventually shoehorned everything in and set off for
Mallaig.
Arriving in Mallaig in the early evening it
appeared to have a population of 200 people
and 2000 sheep. All the shop doorways were
occupied by at least two sheep for their
overnight bivouacs.
Our first priority was to find a B&B. Jane
informed Stuart and I that we were not pushing her off into a room on her own. “We’ve
always shared a tent so we can share a room
and it will be cheaper!!”. When we found a
B&B with vacancies, Stuart and I stepped back
and left Jane to do the talking. It went something like this: -“We have just travelled from
Cambridge. Do you have a room for three for
8

the night?” “A room fer three? Och I don’t
know, what are the relationships between yer?”
said the potential landlady. Stuart replied that
he was divorced, I replied that I was married,
and Jane said “I’m single!”
“Och that’s no problem, come along in“ said
the landlady.
After settling in the room and starving with
hunger, we asked the landlady if we could have
something to eat. “Och its fer too late.” We
asked if it was possible for a sandwich or could
she direct us to the nearest Fish and Chip
shop, to be told that Fort William had a good
Chippy( only 40 miles away)!! Jane persevered,
“Can you not do any thing?” The landlady
relented, “yers can hev the fish but its hoorrible,” In unison we replied OK we would have
her fish. We were waiting patiently in the dining room when the landlady’s nine year old son
came in , sitting at our table he asked “Is it
yer’s uns whoose having the fish”? “Well yes,
why?” we replied. “Its hoorrible!” he said. . He
then wanted to know why a “Glesga wumman”
like Jane (with her Irish accent) was with two
Englishmen .Suddenly the door from the
kitchen was pushed open by the chef (landlord), who was wearing a white coat totally
covered in blood. He had either just butchered
a deer or the fish was going to be huge. He
stood by our table and asked, “ Are yer’uns
having the fish? It really is hoorrible!” We
implored him to let us try - it was fantastic! Is
this the Scottish sense of humour?
The next day we were up bright and early,
down to the quayside and unloaded the car,
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Jane and Rodney Benham in
South America

and carefully stacked Jane’s stores ready to
transfer to the ferry. The quay was hundreds of
yards long and very quiet. Suddenly people
began to arrive and the quayside filled up. The
Caledonian Macbrayne Small Isles Ferry arrived
and down went it’s gang plank. Where did it
drop but right on top of Jane’s pile of stores!
From nowhere deckhands appeared and the
stores were scattered. Jane’s reaction had to
be seen to be believed.
Once the stores were recovered, stowed on
board and the Ferry left for the islands, we settled down to a bacon bap and admiring the
fantastic views. It really is an amazing trip out
past Muck and Eigg and with the Cullin ridges
of Skye on the horizon. The west coast of
Scotland at its very best.
The ferry eventually arrived in Loch Scresort

on the eastern side of Rhum, where it was met
by the transfer boat. What a game that was,
transferring the stores from a big boat to a
small boat in a moderate sea. Good job our
stores were wrapped in poly bags!
We landed on the pier at Kinloch, only a mile
to the bothy. Stuart and I then worked out that
it would take us three trips to transfer our
stores, making it six miles of walking along the
beach. The other members of our group were
travelling light and could convey their belongings and supplies in just one trip. Jane was not
very popular. Stuart and I set off, not to happily, on our first trip. When we eventually arrived
at the bothy we were met by a smiling Jane
surrounded by “the stores” Guess who had
chatted up the Warden in his Land Rover?
To be continued...
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BOULDERING COMP RESULTS 2010
Points out of a maximum of 390.
OPEN CATEGORY
1
2
3

Daniel Flatt
Luke Williams
Chris Parson

VETERANS
1
2
3

Nigel Leeming
Mat Taylor
Brian Stone

350 points.
344
330
330
214
202

YOUTH CATEGORY
1
2
3

Edward Cracknell 302
Alex Stone
277
Timothy Forster 137

UP TO 5C
1
2
3=
3=

LADIES
1
2
3

Myles Harwood
Phil Norman
David Maynard
James Kirkpatrick

214
211
207
207

Sara Christie
Gill Tuck
Emily McClean

162
144
137

For Sale
I have several pairs of outdoor summer trousers that
are in mighty fine condition. Mainly Berghaus, TNF,
Columbia. I think they are mainly 32/34 inch waist
and taken up to about 30” long. Unfortunately, I can
not get into them anymore. If anyone is interested
give me a bell before I bag them and get rid.
Pauly Rowlands 07729 072911
10
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Via ferrata meet
Italian Dolomites
10th-17th July 2010
Via Ferrata (Italian for “iron road” is a mountain route which is equipped with
fixed cables, stemples, ladders, and bridges. The use of these allows otherwise
isolated routes to be joined to create longer routes which are accessible to people with a wide range of climbing abilities. Walkers and climbers can follow via
ferratas without needing to use their own ropes and belays, and without the
risks associated with unprotected scrambling and climbing.
Over the past couple of years PMC
members have ventured out to the
Dolomites to climb some of the classic
via Ferrata routes in the eastern Alps.
A good level of fitness and a head for
heights is required! If you want more
information, or if you are interested in
coming then contact Clive Osbourne on
01733 560303.
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Alpine Wales –
A winter ascent of
Crib Goch

Nick Livesey discovers some Alpine action in the UK
Shortly after I was bitten by the incurable fever
that is the hillwalking bug, I came upon a large
framed print in a local charity shop. It depicted
a classic mountaineering scene from somewhere or other, the Alps or maybe even the
Himalaya. The whereabouts mattered not for it
had me captivated and I took it home to hang
on my wall where it remains to this day. It’s
quite spectacular; a group of lunatics carrying
ice axes are making their way across the narrowest of snow covered ridges. In the distance
is a huge pointed mountain under a deep blue
sky and the whole thing screams “Epic, death
wish extreme”. At least it did to a novice
whose mountaineering experience amounted
to an ascent of Harrison Stickle in steel toe
capped boots and a rubberised cagoule.
A few months down the line I learned that
my prized ‘alpine’ print was nothing of the sort
and was in fact a picture of Snowdon and
something called the Crib Goch Ridge. Rather

than diminish the feelings of awe and faint terror which in me it inspired, my discovery
ramped them up to eleven. I was amazed that
just four hours drive from my home existed a
mountain that I had taken to be a Peruvian
giant or a glacier riddled up thrust of Tibetan
suicide. I dearly hoped that one day I would
take a similar photograph for myself but an
acute and seemingly insurmountable fear of
heights had me placing such folly in the box
marked ‘Things other people do’.
Since then my love for the mountains of
Britain has grown year on year and slowly but
surely I have become an experienced mountaineer, albeit one of modest ability and in the
hierarchy of climbing I’m happy to dwell in the
‘Bumbly’ category. That’s not to say that I don’t
have many ambitions. On the contrary, 8 years
after walking into that charity shop I still hankered after my own perfect winter day on Crib
Goch. I had crossed it numerous times in sumCrib Goch aglow in the first
rays of dawn.
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Alpine wales...Yr Wyddfa
from Crib Goch.

mer and even under a sprinkling of snow one
January evening as a tribute to the late Sir
Edmund Hillary but the ideal espoused by
that damn picture has always eluded
me. I can happily report that on
New Years day 2010 the
dream finally came true.
I was hoping for gullies and in particular Left
Hand Trinity on
Snowdon’s Clogwyn y
Garnedd but it looked
as though my plans had
been scuppered
by the vast
Nick
doing his
amounts of
mountain Yeti
powder which
impression.
had buried virtually every
mountain in
Britain. Still, I was willing to have a look until sage of the
North Walian hills David Hooper advised me

to stay out of them, adding that they may come
into condition in a few days time. Time, however, was not a luxury I had so it was back to
the ridges and with the weather set
fair my thoughts turned once
again to ‘that’ picture.
Like me, Jeff and Mark
were disappointed that
they wouldn’t be seeing in
the New Year on a ribbon of pristine nevé, a
nervous Juggs somewhat
less so. But as the bells
chimed and the decade
drew to a close we
knew that come what
may we were in for a
memorable start to 2010.
That morning our first
sight of Crib Goch was beyond
even our most improbable fantasies. Bathed in the glow of dawn it was
a vision of mountain perfection. The East Face
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Juggs on the Pinnacles.

indigo llyn, our peak straight ahead, peppered
was completely plastered, its gullies taking on
with colourful specks high on the East Ridge,
the appearance of Andean flutings. Despite my
spindrift blowing off its
many ascents I had
Mixed climbing on Crib
flanks. It wouldn’t be
never seen it looking so
y Ddysgl.
long before we too
big, so magisterial, so
were up there.
serious. We gulped in
We said goodbye
unison and any thoughts
to the Pyg Track of lost opportunity on
which itself is not to
the Trinity Face were
be underestimated in
forgotten.
winter- and made our
The Pyg Track was
way steadily up
surprisingly quiet and it
through a helpful
was heartening to expetrench. The snow was
rience the dearth of ill
deep as the top few
equipped hill goers
inches of a fence post
though we did witness a
amply illustrated.
pair on the retreat, their
Interestingly a stile
carpet slippers being no
which is usually
match for winter mouncrossed was nowhere
tains. In the shadow of
to be seen. Before long
‘The Horns’ all was
the ground steepened
frozen and our re-emerand the underfoot congence into the sun at
ditions dictated that crampons were necessary.
Bwlch y Moch gave a startling contrast. Y
I was using a new pair for the first time and
Lliwedd, smothered and dazzling above the
14
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after a bit of faffing I soon chilled and
was glad to be on the move again.
At the first major obstacle we
were joined by a large group from
Clwb Mynydda Cymru and we chatted
in Welsh before letting them climb
through which proved to be a good
idea. The step barring our way was a
devious customer and in order to
make progress two of our number
were compelled to pull on a fixed
rope, though in the interests of all that
is decent I shall mention no names and
would appreciate it if my companions
didn’t either.
Once through the rock band a
steep snow climb deposited us on the
East Ridge proper and Llyn Llydaw
reappeared far, far below. By now the
wind had temporarily strengthened,
snow devils swirled and faces stung
with Mark and Jeff at last understanding that while a beard may not keep
the women happy it does have its
uses. I suggested that the best of both worlds
might be achieved with the procurement of
facial merkins. Apparently there are mountaineering specific models known as The
Bonington, The Whillans and The Messner. As I
write this Mark and Jeff are busy searching a
well known auction site, though I digress.
The airy East Ridge was not without interest. The usually easy steps were festooned
with rime obliterating the jugs of summer so
we turned them on the right, making a couple
of stunningly exposed traverses before climbing
back onto the crest. Then there was no more
up. Crib Goch’s pinnacled arête lay before us,
at times softening in milky light and at others
seen in sharp relief. We were as one with the
firmament and as humble as men can be.
In a solemn procession we walked out
onto the ridge. Our crampons bit into the
compacted snow, to the right and to the left
the famous exposure compelled the strong

Jeff and Mark on
Crib Goch.

blood to flow and suddenly my mind travelled
back in time. I could see the picture and after
years of waiting I was now a part of it.
Indescribable emotions addled my brain, the
frisson of knowing that a false step would end
it all, the deep affection I felt for my friends
and the incomprehension of my surroundings
put me in a new state, one of exaltation. At
this time words do fail me.
And then the pinnacles, three towers of
white encrusted rock. We climbed one then
two and at the third our team for a short time
fragmented. Three met the spire head on but
one escaped to the left. In the interests of all
that is decent etc. Reunited we sheltered in
the lee of the wind drinking Bovril and fending
off attacks from airborne scavengers hell bent
on making off with our precious sandwiches.
Though Crib Goch was gone it was not
forgotten, but other delights awaited us on
Crib y Ddysgl, the long continuation that leads
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Man meets mountain...
Livesey blinked first.

to the second highest summit in Wales,
Garnedd Ugain. By now the sun was as high as
it gets during the short winter days and it was
having a detrimental affect on the snow which
in turn would wreak havoc on palsied limbs.
We had overcome some tricky mixed climbing
when things took an abrupt and entertaining
turn. A gang of black clouds quickly assembled
and set about us in a ferocious and merciless
assault. The wind blew, icy pellets once again
stung ‘their’ faces and then out of the blue
came a scream of agony. Juggs was prostrate
and suffering badly. Severe cramp in his legs
had rendered him immobile and something
needed to be done. Jeff, a keen runner and no
stranger to muscular woes whirred into action
and after arranging Juggs’ legs in a series of
strange contortions we were ready to get
going again, this time into a full blown whiteout.
On the summit of Garnedd Ugain we
agreed that Snowdon could do without us and
the priority was now to get off the mountain.
16

Such is our familiarity with the Snowdon group
we could find our way down blindfolded which
in the whiteout we effectively were. Taking
great care not to walk over a cliff we felt our
way forward until the finger stone came into
view right on cue. The zig zags delivered us
from the storm and we made our way down
to Glaslyn where we rested awhile.
It was dark when we finally returned to
Pen y Pass and there had been many slips on
the Miners Track which had brought us almost
to tears with laughter. Back at Gefnan we
would eat a huge meal and reflect on our
experience. Every day in the mountains is special, but every now and then one comes a long
that takes you by the scruff of the neck and
kicks your back doors in, and indeed we were
verily buggered.
That night while snugly cocooned in my
sleeping bag I made a new years resolution
that when I returned home I would scour the
charity shops for a large framed print of the
Matterhorn.
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Climbing Oaxaca style

Simon Perkins fits in a spot of climbing in his month-long trip to
Mexico
Abie gets her shoes on
for some climbing
Mexico style.

Arriving in Mexico, there was no way myself
and Abie were going to miss this opportunity
of completing a few Mexican sports routes.
Armed, or should I say footed, with only a
pair of rock shoes, our first task was to find
some friendly Mexicans with ropes, harnesses
and quick draws that were willing to take us
out on rock. This was proving to be unsuccessful, until Abie crouched down to stroke
the hostel cat and spotted a small advertisement from local climbers on the adjacent

wall. This opportunity could not be missed!
A quick phone call and it was arranged for
the next day, which when it arrived, was raining. If it wasn’t for the cacti we could have
been back in England. However, the day after
was dry, so we met with Pedro and his
friends.
All eight of us managed to cram into his
four-seater car. I expect the guy in the boot
was glad it was not a VW Beetle, which is the
still the car of choice in Mexico. Luckily, it was
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a short journey to the crag and we amused
ourselves by reading the messages which
were flashing up on the dash, “Rear brake
light failure” and “Power steering oil level
low”, which may just as well have said “Please
stop you are all going to die”.
Luckily, we soon arrived and after a short
walk to the crag we were shown a nice easy
warm-up route to lead. As neither of us were
insured for climbing in Mexico and had no
helmets, we decided to turn down the offer.
The first route was expertly climbed by
Pedro, he then abseiled down and shot up the
route next door with the same rope. This initially confused us, but seemed a good way of
using one rope so two climbers can climb at
the same time! So, being a gentleman, I
pushed Abie aside, insisting that I check that
the first route was safe.
The climb was fantastic, the holds on the
rocks were tiny, no jugs or cracks, but the fiction on the granite was amazing. My feet
seemed to stick on tiny knobbles which previously I wouldn’t have thought possible for
someone of
my skill level.
Abie soon followed me up
and did brilliantly with
very precisely
placed footwork, and
soon arrived
back down
with a great
big grin. Warm
up over, we
now had some
more challenging routes to
test ourselves
on.
I tackled “No
Como Carne”
18

Simon tries to beat
Abie to the top!

and it was a terrific route of 20 metres which
was challenging, but had everything there until
I arrived at an evil overhang. The only way to
make further upward progress was a tiny
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crack which you could just about fit a pencil
into. My fat fingers had no chance and needlessly to say I fell off, then again and again.
From hearing the shrieks from around the
corner, I could tell Abie was having as much
fun as me on another route. Concerned she
was going beat me to the top, with more
brawn than brain and with a mammoth effort,
I forced my way passed the overhang to top
out.
Soon after, the local police arrived on the
scene, armed with M16 guns and rocket
launchers. This would have appeared on first
impressions to be a very menacing situation
had they been older than 17.
Were we in a restricted area? Suspected of
spying? No, they just wanted to photograph
Abie climbing! Maybe girls in Mexico don’t
climb? Maybe it was her brilliant technique?
Alas, we will never know as our Spanish was
shockingly bad.
We completed 10 splendid routes that day,
each one getting a little harder and higher. We
didn’t have a clue of the American grading
system they were using, but maybe that was a
good thing so as not to scare us. Abie did
complete a couple less routes as she ran off
with her camera to photograph most of the
trees, rocks and cacti in a 100 metre radius,
not forgetting of course to go hunting for
bats (the locals told us about a crack they
have heard bats inside when they climb it).
These guys were brilliant, friendly, fun and
had climbing skills I could only dream of. It
was very humbling when I asked one of them
how they were going to retrieve the quick
draws that they were using at the top of the
routes. He pointed out his friend in a yellow
T-shirt (the one that had been sat in the boot

Abie on the Mexican
granite.

of the car) and casually stated, “Oh, he goes
up and gets them”. Not sure why he always
got the short straw!
The little money we paid them was going to
be invested in setting up more local bolted
routes, which was good to know.
All there was left to do after a fantastic day
climbing was to cram back into the car for
the short drive back into Oaxaca. We then
sank a couple of beers and endured a 13-hour
night bus ride to San Cristobel…
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Other lives

Malcolm Flatt climbing wall instructor, treasurer and trustee for
Peterborough Climbing Wall and chairman of Northamptonshire
Mountaineers Ltd (which looks after the Cottage in Snowdonia)

to be on the wall. The meeting before meet
was important as it was the best way of organising transport, etc. Now with email texts, etc
there is less need for these meetings. I learnt to
climb outside, and only started climbing indoor
in the 90s when the club used to hire Oundle
wall on a Tuesday night.

Fact file:
Name: Malcolm Stephen Flatt
Born: 29 April 1954 Whittlesey
Cambridgeshire
Married: Christine 20 August 1983
Son: Daniel, born 4 December 1989
Daughter: Eleanor, born 15 April 1993

What is your day job?

MF: I joined the Post Office/BT in September
1971 from school as an apprentice. I have had
several jobs with them up to leaving at the end
of 2009. The only other job I have had in that
time was working part time for the
Peterborough Technical College as a
lecturer in Telecoms. At the start
of 2010 I took over from Clive
“My
as the instructor at the wall.

How did you discover
climbing/ mountaineering /hill walking?

MF: I have been a PCW trustee and treasurer
since it started in 1995. I was also NML treasurer for a number of years

You have your SPA and instruct
at the wall, are you looking
to further your MLT and
guide?

main
love has been big
mountain routes.
I have done over 30,
4,000m+ peaks in
the Alps”

MF: In the early 80s I started
doing a bit of hill walking with
a friend from BT. We joined the
PMC and progressed to do climbing and mountaineering

MF: Dave Pinion (friend from BT) and myself
joined the PMC to progress from hill walking
into climbing and mountaineering.

How has the club changed since you
joined?

MF: I have also done my
MLA training, so I would
like to complete the assessment soon.

Bouldering, sport or
trad? Single or multi?

MF: My main love has been big
mountain routes. I have done over 30,
4,000m+ peaks in the Alps.

How did you discover the PMC?

MF: When I joined the club the main focus was
on meets at the cottage. The focus now seems

20

How and when did you become involved
in the PCW committee?

What is the highlight of your life in the
mountains?

MF: Perhaps the most memorable is climbing
the Materhorn in 1988 by the Hornli ridge.
Many of the big Alpine peaks I have done have
been great days out. Perhaps most notably
Liskam, Zinal Rothorn, and the Deant du Geant.
I also remember a great meet in the CIC hut
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Malcolm on the summit of
the Matterhorn

on Ben Nevis. I think it was in 1995, when I did
Gardyloo Gully Tower Ridge and Waterfall
Gully in a week, all in good winter condition. I
was particularly pleased to complete Tower
Ridge, as I had had two abortive attempts previously.
More recently at the beginning of March this
year, I completed the traverse of the Aonach
Eagach ridge in perfect winter conditions in the
sunshine. I have also enjoyed
all the climbing I have done
with Daniel. When he started, I was leading him up easy
routes. He then progressed
to leading easy routes. I am
now I am lucky if I can follow him. Routes that spring
to mind as being particularly
memorable that I have
climbed with Daniel are: the
steep side of the In Pin,
Cheiftain and Hell’s Kitchen
on Fairhead in Northern
Ireland last year, and the
Studlgrat on the Gross
Glockner in 2008. Another
favourite route of mine is

Little Chamonix on Shepheard’s Crag. I first did
it years ago with Dave Browlee. I did it in 2002
with Daniel when he was 12, and I did it again
in 2009 with my daughter Eleanor, which
reminded me what a great little route it is for
the grade.

And the worst, most desperate time?

MF: I have been very fortunate that I have not
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Studlegrat
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had any serious injuries. The worst injury I have
sustained was a crack in my wrist following a
slip on some ice in Glencoe in 2006. In 1982 I
was on a winter skills course with Plas Y Brenin
on Ben Nevis high above the CIC hut. I tripped
and slid a long way on the ice, but fortunately
was unhurt.

I heard you
made an
unplanned
bivvy just
below the
summit of the
Matterhorn,
what was that
experience
like?

I heard a story where you saved Clive’s
life by jumping off the other side of a
ridge to the one he slipped down. Is
this true?

MF: This tale is a little exaggerated.
Clive, Miles, and myself were descending on a narrow snow arête in the
Bernia Alps. Clive was in front and I
was behind we were moving together
roped. Clive slipped. I then dropped
down into an ice axe arrest position,
and stopped Clive’s slip.

Aonach Eagach

MF: We climbed
the Matterhorn
in two groups. I
was in the first
group. We made
the first abseil on
the descent. We were a little short of
the next abseil point. We decided to
wait for the other groups so we could
abseil on double ropes. We had been
advised to do this.
The ropes we had were English 150ft
(45m) long. The abseil points were
approx 25m apart. The other group
caught up and we started abseiling on
double ropes. When recovering the
ropes on one of the pitches the knot
caught and the ropes jammed.
I climbed up to recover them. One part of the
team made there way to the Solvay at 4,003m.
By the time I had recovered the ropes it was
nearly dark and the descent to the Solvay was
to dangerous to do in the dark. Harvey
Sutherland and myself decided to do a high level
bivvy. We clipped ourselves into an in situ piton,
put all our clothes on, feet in rucksacks and sat
it out. It was a pretty long cold night, but even22

tually the sun rose, and we descended to join
the others.

Aside from your mountain interests, what else do you get up to?
Dent du Geant
approach.

MF: I am also a
fairly keen runner.
This is mainly to
keep fit for the
hills. I did used to
enter local races,
but have not done
recently. I did
achieve some fairly
respectable personal best times. I
have also done a
lot of windsurfing
in the past
although not
recently.

Do you have any unfulfilled climbing
ambitions?

MF: My main ambition is just to keep climbing
as much as I can.

What are you reading at the moment or
what have you just finished?
MF: I am not a keen reader and never seem to
find time to read books. I am usually planning
and researching my next trip.
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Triumphs and tragedy on
the South American giant
Lee Farmer finally conquers his nemesis – Aconcagua
Aconcagua from
the valley of rocks

Sometimes in life you meet the unachievable.
No matter how hard you try and for whatever
reason your best isn’t quite good enough. On
the subject of mountaineering, you have to be
pragmatic and realise no matter how hard you
tried – it just wasn’t your time to achieve the
summit of that mountain. (If you try too hard,
you might not be around to worry about it!)
For someone like me that means unfinished
business, not achieving what I set out to do
makes me want it even more and I strive to
overcome my new found nemesis. I’m very
‘terrier-like’, once I start on something there’s
only one way of letting go and that is succeeding.
Aconcagua in Argentina, the highest mountain

in South America and indeed the highest
mountain in the world outside the Himalayas
was my nemesis. I tried to reach the summit of
this giant known as the ‘stone sentinel’ twice
before in 2004 and 2006 and had never
reached the summit at 6,962 metres. Both
times I’d had to turn around at about 6,000m.
Each time was due to sickness either of me or
a team member. Back at home, there’s been
many a night I drifted off to sleep planning and
executing how I’d go about gaining those extra
962 metres and summiting.
In the winter of 2009, my opportunity came. I
spent nearly half the year abroad mountain
guiding for a couple of outdoor companies, I
was ‘match fit’ and ready. I organised my mules
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Close up of Polish
glacier and the summit

and expedition logistics with renowned Andean
expedition company Fernando Grajales.
I took the long 22-hour flight from London
to Mendoza via Madrid and Santiago, and then
from Santiago to Mendoza.
Upon landing, I realised how hot it was and
quickly began to sweat with a jumper and jeans
on, I did manage to find my sunglasses and
tried to look nonchalantly ‘cool’ as I struggled
out of the airport terminal with my heavy kit
bags getting stuck in the doors – not cool, I
dived quickly into a taxi.
The first part of the expedition was to acclimatise is another area away from Aconcagua
called Cordon Del Plata. I spent a week here
with my expedition partner Ron, who’d flown
in from the USA. We managed to summit four
mountains in the week and importantly got to
a peak of 5,100 metres and slept as high as
4,865 metres. It’s important to acclimatise for
big mountains because of the lack of oxygen at
altitude. The body produces more red blood
cells to carry oxygen to the muscles and
24

organs each time you go to altitude. One reason for pre-acclimatising was to affect this.
We caught a comfortable bus from Mendoza.
We were bound for Los Penitentes, a small
windy, dusty ski resort on the main
Mendoza/Santiago road high in the Andes. In
fact the road (Ruta 7) cuts through the small
habitation here which is a motley collection of
green corrugated iron roofed and faced buildings.
After about four hours travelling we arrived.
We were met by a large Argentinean called
Maurice whose nickname was ‘Pollo’, which
means chicken in Spanish. Judging by the size of
him, I think he kept KFC in business! He was
one of Fernando Grajales’s men and we were
shown into a large building, where we began
the afternoon’s job of packing our food and
gear and importantly weighing everything.
We had to pack our bags in such a way that
the mules we’d be using to carry the bulk of
our equipment had equal loads of 30 kilos on
each side of them. Each mule can carry 60
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as Ron passed beneath a large rock the size of
kilos if loaded properly. The cost of the mules
a cricket ball fell and hit him on the head. He
is done by weight. Pollo showed us the schedfell forwards and gashed both hands. We disule of these weights and the threshold weights
patched the first aid kit and cleaned him up.
for the next cost up is clearly shown. We
This first ‘easy’ walk in reminded me that
wanted to get less than 90 kilos. It took some
doing but we managed to get it to 89.4 kilos! A mountaineering in not a benign past time.
Anything can happen.
close call and this meant a cost of $275
In the distance we saw the blue iron roof of
instead of $350 which 90 kilos would have
the park warden’s hut and indeed the camp.
triggered. The slight flaw, with this was that we
We pitched our tent and checked in with the
had pretty heavy packs for walking into base
warden showing him our permits, which we’d
camp. I know mine weighed 22 kilos.
bought in Mendoza. He issued us with numVirtually next door was the Ayelen Hotel
bered rubbish bags and we settled down to
where we were booked in for the night prior
cook and relax. The warden had some guanaco
to starting our expedition. It was freezing, but
skulls (a cousin
it would be the
of the Lama), a
last mattress
fox pelt and
we’d be sleepinterestingly
ing on for at
some condor
least three
feathers. We
weeks. We had
couldn’t believe
a good meal –
how big these
an inch and a
were!
half thick
We watched a
Argentinean
large variety of
beef steak and
small finches
a bottle of
around camp and
Malbec – a last
they particularly
supper of sorts.
welcomed a pinch
In the morning
Veronique with loaded mules at base camp
of porridge oats.
Pollo took us
Later we saw a red fox (Zorro Colorado)
some eight kilometres down the road to the
come into camp and search for scraps. Its
Rio de las Vacas trail head and dropped us off.
tameness gave us the chance to get some good
We followed a rocky, dusty trail into a deep
photos. It had become tame as the arrieros
valley; the Rio de las Vacas always to our right.
The colour of the water is brown, brown like a (muleteers) threw him scraps of meat from
milkshake chocked full of sediment from higher their evenings’ cooking.
Arrieros are horsemen who come up from
up in the mountains. It could have been the
the pampas planes in the south of Argentina
chocolate river in Willy Wonka’s Factory.
for the Aconcagua climbing season to look
Except that it’s undrinkable with all the sediafter the mule trains. They are tough men who
ment and silt. Instead, we had to carry enough
water to see us through the heat and dry wind carry a small wrap of bedding, mate and dried
meat all on the mule. They are often wearing a
and the next seven miles to Pampas Les Lenas
red or blue beret and always carry a knife.
our first camp.
Usually you’ll only get a surly ‘Hola’ from them
Mud and rocks were tumbling down as the
as they pass.
ice melted. I passed beneath with no event, but
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The morning was cold before the sun cast
out the shadow of the mountains. We were
heading to Casa de Piedra, the second camp
before base camp. Leaving camp we gained a
small steel bridge to cross the river. It wobbled
as we crossed it one at a time, but we made it
onto the other side where the dusty path zig
zagged high up into hilly slopes leaving the
river behind for a while. The path crossed high
banks and dropped back down to the river. In
places we crossed gravel beds of the river,
which would have been submerged when the
snow and ice from the mountains had melted
in the Spring. We walked for eight miles until in
the distance we saw a huge mudstone rock the
definitive feature of Casa de Piedra, though
what interested us more was the view of
Aconcagua, which came into view through the
Relinchos Valley; a valley which ends in the
Vacas Valley.
We set up camp on the flat gravel bank of
the river and spent some time building a low
stone wall around the tent on its’ windward
side to afford some protection from the cold
wind blowing down from the high mountains.
Built against the large three-metre high mud
stone was a basic lean-to, shed-like building.
Ron and I snuck inside this, and whiled away
the afternoon, hiding away from the wind. We
usually cooked dinner on our small stove
before the sun disappeared behind the mountains, after which it was too cold to be outside
the tent – so our days were short. We were
here on Aconcagua in the early Spring, rather
than the Summer, which meant colder weather
but less crowds of other would be ascentionists.
Casa de Piedra is at an altitude of 3,200
metres and tomorrow would be a tough day
gaining a further 1,000 metres to base camp up
through the Relinchos valley. The first obstacle
to overcome in the morning is crossing the
river. The arrieros wanted our kit bags early in
the morning, so I was up at 5.30am and left
our bags with them. Our kit bags travelled by
26

Lenticular clouds – a
sign of high winds

mule to each of the camps we stayed in.
Today, the arrieros would take their mules
with our bags to base camp and then take the
mules all the way out of the two valleys back
to the road head. The river bed is very wide,
some 400 metres, but at this time of year only
a few of the deeper channels were running
with water. We reached the first one and took
off our boots and donned sandals to cross the
channels. It was freezing; our feet and legs
were instantly numb. We reached the other
side, drying our legs and feet and put back on
our socks and boots; sensation slowly returning to our feet and toes.
The path wound up the high Horcones Valley,
a narrow steep ascent on steep slopes. One
slip here could send one down into the raging
river. We got to the bottom of a very steep
dusty hill and this climb was hard going.
Around a bend we were rewarded with more
views of the stone sentinel. There was another
river crossing, but this one I managed to jump
across, saving another deep cold plunge. We
crossed small meadows of short stubbly grass
and crossed several small ravines.
After this ravine we hit the valley of rocks –
huge red boulders strew around, the path
weaving through them. Finally, after a steep
climb we gained a glacial moraine and climbed
over this into base camp called Plaza Argentina
at 4,200 metres.
Plaza Argentina is a camp on a glacier which
is hidden by rocks and boulders. The first job
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Ron crossing the river

upon arrival was to find the weather havens
(large tunnel type tents) of Fernando Grajales.
Here we were welcomed into the cook tent
by Veronique who was base camp manager for
Grajales. She and some of the Grajales porters
were sitting drinking Mate.
Yerba Mate is a type of grass grown in the
north of Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay. It’s
dried and drunk a bit like tea, hot and usually
with sugar, to sweeten the bitter taste. It is
drunk out of a gourd through a metal straw
called a bombilla. Like drinking tea, there is etiquette to the taking of mate, the person drinking the mate should always return it to the
person making it. Generally one serving of
mate is topped up with hot water 10 to 20
times.
Instead of mate (I’d had the bitter drink
before), I opted for tea, as Veronique explained
where we should set up camp and where the
drinking water and toilet facilities were. She
explained that only a few days ago four
climber’s tents had collapsed along with a
weather haven due to strong winds howling off
Aconcagua.
In fact one of the big dangers of Aconcagua is
the wind. Locally they call it viento blanco or
white wind. This is a ferocious wind that
streams off the mountain. It can plunge tem-

peratures down very quickly, but worse still it
can make standing or indeed walking impossible and destroy camps. I knew that if there are
lens or cigar shaped clouds on the mountain to
hunker down and stay put. These odd shaped
clouds are Altocumulus Lenticularis or lenticular clouds and are a signature of the strong
winds. We also noticed cirrus clouds high up in
the atmosphere and these usually foretold of
worsening weather in the following 12 hours.
We studied the weather with great interest
and Veronique also provided weather reports
via the internet through the base camps satellite link. Our summit success and indeed perhaps our lives depended on reading the weather accurately.
We found a camp site and set up our tent.
We pitched, and set all the guy ropes up to
protect it from the viento blanco. Once again
we spent a lot of time building a stone wall
again to afford protection from the weather.
We were to spend a day resting at base camp,
to recover from the three days of walking the
42 kilometres to base camp.
Load carrying is needed on big mountains to
get enough equipment and fuel higher up the
mountain. It also helps with acclimatisation and
general fitness. We were to drop a cache at
Camp 1 which is around 5,000 metres.
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We left base camp after breakfast with heavy
packs up the moraine ridge and through fields
of penitentes – these are sail like sculptures of
ice carved by the wind. In 2004 I remember
struggling through fields of the penitentes
which were about two to three metres high.
Luckily, this year they were only knee-high and
didn’t present too much struggle in going
through them. We continued on a small trail
worn into the snow through an area known as
‘the minefield’ on top of the Relinchos glacier
and ahead of us we saw a steep bank of snow, I
knew at the top of this and to the left was
Camp I.
Donning crampons, we zig zagged up this
steep snowy slope and made it onto more
gravel and
scree, the
beginnings of
Camp I. We
dropped our
cache on the
tent platform
and returned
back to base
camp.
The next day
with another
load and our
base camp
firmly lashed
down and
locked up we
moved to Camp I. I was trying to time it so
that Ron and I were in a position to launch
our summit bid on the 13th or 14th of
December, Sean’s schedule was a few days
ahead of ours.
From Camp I, we repeated the load carrying
to Camp II at 5,800 metres passing Ameghino
col at 5,380 metres and up steep winding paths
on scree, every now and then we crossed
patches of yellow sulphur, proof that the Andes
has a volcanic history. I spied a large grey rock
that looked in profile a bit like the Matterhorn.
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So this was its new name, and it made a convenient rest stop before crossing a large ice
slope.
Sean had set up a fixed line of rope to cross
this ice and this proved very useful. After the
ice we came into Camp II at the base of the
Polish Glacier. We dropped our loads, slept at
Camp I and on the next day moved up to
Camp II, we passed a beleaguered group, it was
Sean’s – none of his team had made the summit. All 11 of them had turned around at about
6,500 metres. This was a bit worrying for me
and my nerve wobbled a bit, not only was I
about to go higher than I’d been before on this
mountain, but this was Sean’s 13th time here
and with all that expertise he couldn’t get his
clients to the
Independencia hut at
summit.
6,500 metres
The most significant feature
on this face the
north-east side
of the mountain is the
Polish Glacier.
The glacier is
named after the
climbers who
made the first
ascent in March
1934;
Konstancy
NarkievitczJodko, Stefan Daszyinski, Wictor Ostrowski,
and Stefan Osiecki. Poland has consistently
produced gifted climbers, with a reputation for
daring ascents. Our camp below was dwarfed
by the glacier and once we set it up, we recced
our route for our summit push; the false Polish
traverse.
The false Polish traverse starts at Camp II
and traverses the lower gentle slope of the glacier and finally links up with the ‘normal route’
on the other side of the mountain at black
rocks (Piedra negra). Both routes then follow
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the common route to the summit
Lee on the summit with the
plateau.
south face behind
On the night of the 13th in
Camp II we got battered. Strong
winds blew down the glacier onto
our camp. The tent poles did their
best to keep the tent upright, but
the wind kept coming down. In the
end Ron and I had to get out of
our sleeping bags and get outside
to storm proof the tent. We piled
rocks all around the base and
lashed the guy ropes as tight as
possible. I began to think our time
window of three days for summit
attempts wouldn’t be long enough.
I definitely thought we’d have no
the normal route.
chance of leaving our tent tomorrow. We hunOnce I gained the larger normal route path, I
kered down in our sleeping bags and drifted off
carefully noted the features of this junction, so
to sleep as best we could.
I wouldn’t miss the turning on the way down.
I woke up at around 5.30am to silence; the
All this and in fact everything above Camp II
tent was still and there was no sound of wind.
were new to me as I didn’t get this far in
I unzipped the tent and slowly poked my head
either 2004 or 2006. I did feel like I was going
outside. I was rewarded with a view of the
Polish glacier bathed in the red and orange hue into the unknown, even though I had a guidebook back at base camp, which I had read and
of alpenglow, the weather was calm and still;
learnt pretty much off by heart.
this was our chance! I nudged Ron and told
The path zig zagged above me and I saw a
him we had to go; like, right now! We hastily
group of four people high above moving slowly.
got dressed, grabbed our bags and zipped
I tramped up the zig zagged to a snow step,
down the tent behind us. We headed across
over which I got to the Independencia Hut at
the snow and ice of the lower glacier and
gained a small diagonal path. I got ahead of Ron 6,500 metres. This derelict small wooden shelter is reputedly the highest refuge in the world
who was some 15 minutes behind me and I
and you’d have to be in a pretty bad situation
had to cross some steep snow slopes. The last
to consider spending a night here. I stopped
one happened to be the steepest and biggest.
here and waited for Ron to come up. I got
Up until then I’d kicked steps in the previous
cold and as soon as he came up and we had a
snow slopes with my plastic boots, but on this
quick chat I carried on, up a high snow bank –
one the snow was too hard, I carefully
crampons back on again, until I reached the
retraced my steps to a safer area and put on
crest called cresta del viento or windy crest.
my crampons. These enabled me to cross this
The view in front of me was of the Gran
snow slope and gain the small path on the
Acarro, a shallow sloping bowl full of red
other side. I soon hit talus and scree and had
coloured boulders and talus. I could see a
to stop and take them off. I followed a small
snowy path cutting across to the Canaleta. I
path and saw someone higher up. I realised
quickly crossed the Gran Acarro and gained
that I’d got to the junction of the traverse and
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blowing in the wind, snow has filled his mouth
the preliminary steep slopes of the Canaleta.
and eye cavities. I felt really sorry for him, and
The Canaleta is a notorious 400 metre 33°
wanted to know the circumstances of his
slope, which takes the climber to the summit
demise. I thought how precarious the line
ridge. The guidebook says it is mind numbing
between life and death was, between adventure
and is more a test of mental character than
and misadventure, and the life we choose as
physical strength, as for every metre gained in
mountaineers and the thrill of danger we strive
height you can slide back two metres in the
for.
scree. Luckily for us though, there was a
I moved away from his body out of respect
descent covering of snow and ice and this
made it easier than the book description – one and moved back the rock step waiting for Ron.
I’d been up on the summit for around an hour,
advantage of coming early in the season was
until Ron came up over the step. We took picthis snow cover. It was tough going up the
tures, but with my mind still thinking
slopes. I had to pause for breath and
“The
about the dead climber; I was keen
kept saying to myself that “nothview from the
to get down.
ing was as hard as the Lhotse
summit was amazing,
We got down the Canaleta,
Face on Everest”.
the
triumph of summiting
It took some time to
a clear view of snow
marred
by what we found up
reach the Cresta del
capped mountain peaks
there. I slipped on some ice
Guanaco, the ridge that
as far as the eye could
and cut my knee. A small
connects the lower south
see... Then, a few feet
injury by comparison. I
summit to the higher north.
away I spied someyomped on and got to the turn
I traversed below the ridge
thing terrible...”
off from the normal route to the
and approached a step just
polish traverse. I sat in the scree and
below the plateau on the north
waited for Ron. I got too cold and carried
peak. A few steps and I was there, a genon, I was seriously dehydrated and desperate
tle sloping rocky top covered in snow. I was at
to get back to the tent at Camp II to eat and
the top of Aconcagua, the nemesis was vanmore importantly melt snow and drink.
quished. Finally I could let go of this mountain
I’d made the summit in seven hours and got
which had had a hold over me for years.
back to Camp II in two and a half. I felt ill, and
The view from the summit was amazing, a
when I got to our tent (the only tent in Camp
clear view of snow capped mountain peaks as
II) started coughing and retching. I knew I’d
far as the eye could see. I could see into Chile
spent too long on the summit – an hour at
and just make out the Pacific Ocean far in the
nearly 7,000 metres, it was too long. I did feel
horizon. To my right was the steep south face
and to my left was the top of the Polish glacier. better, when I finally managed to melt some
snow and drink the resulting water.
I found the steel box that used to contain a
Ron arrived and we ate crackers and cheese
visitors book, but with the lid missing off the
and went to bed. In the morning we packed up
box, the book must have been taken down or
camp and made our way down to Camp I,
blown away.
where we picked up some rubbish and our
On the other side of the plateau there is the
‘poo bags’. I carried all this on my pack.
remains of a cross – just the vertical steel pilI picked my way through the minefield and
lar left. I placed my lucky horseshoe on it.
through a field of penitentes; suddenly I fell
Then, a few feet away I spied something territhrough the ice, straight into a stream of ice
ble. The body of a climber. I could tell he was
cold water. My glacier glasses flew off and I lost
Asian and had not long died – his hair was
30
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my gloves. As a
strained to lift myself
up against the weight
of my overloaded pack
I managed to find my
glasses – now
scratched and my
gloves now wet. Of
course, I‘d managed to
put another gash on
my already bruised and
cut knee and rip my
trousers in the
process. Once again I
thought ‘not cool’.
I made it into base
camp and dropped my
heavy pack. I took our
numbered ‘poo bags’
over to the ranger station and they noted on
our permits that we
had packed out this
waste. I disposed of it
in the oil drum that
they indicated. Things
have got cleaner on
the mountain since
2004 and 2006. Back
then, white, used toilet Lee on summit with lucky horseshoe
paper floated around
Las Lenas camp some 15 miles on the first day
Camp I and II were colloquially known at the
then seven miles to the road head the next. It
‘Aconcagua prayer flags’.
I spoke to Veronique and she said that I’d got was tough going after spending nearly three
weeks high up on the mountain.
the 11th summit of the season, summiting at
We caught a bus to Mendoza and it was
2.30pm on 14th December. On a sadder note
good to get back to the warmth of the city,
she told me that the body I’d seen on the
and get a hot meal and a shower. I was
summit was that of a Taiwanese climber who’d
pleased that I’d finally summitted Anconcagua,
died 10 days before. She then went onto tell
but very respectful of this giant, who’d let
me of eight climbers who died in one night on
Ron and I reach its summit and leave without
the summit last year. Proof positive that the
a struggle; a mountain that didn’t let go of
stone sentinel is a killer of the unwary.
others so easily. Theirs is an unfortunate legaWe spent two days recovering at base camp,
cy that will sadly be repeated in future climbbefore organising mules and walking out to
ing seasons.
the road head. We walked from base camp to
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Two Big Cats and the
ghost of Charles Gough
Pete Machin savours the delights of a wintery
trip to the Lake District
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on the road surface led me to modify my plan
again. It was one of those extremely disconcerting moments where the coefficient of friction is less than is required to make uphill
progress. The car ground to a halt and rather
gracefully started sliding back down again and
finally came to rest sideways across the road. A
bit of shunting and I was facing downhill again
and in search of somewhere to dump the car.
There was good news; my walk over Catbells
was now 4km longer and thoroughly enjoyable
in its entirety.
Thankfully, the roads were a little kinder to
me on my return and I was soon established at
my base in Glenridding where tennis ball sized
snowflakes were falling.
I awoke on the shortest day of the year to
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Catbells

A bad month at work and the usual run-up-toChristmas mayhem had conspired together to
leave me frustrated and rather down. Added to
that the knowledge that, come my operation in
the New Year, I would not be enjoying the
mountains for a long period of time; I was most
embittered. Brenda packed me some sandwiches and sent me off to the Lake District for
a few days of mountain solitude to repair my
spirits.
A blizzard on the A66 had delayed my journey
enough that my original plan, to make a winter
ascent of Blencathra by Sharp Edge, impractical.
I would not be able to get clear of the difficult
sections before dark. A quick rethink took me
to Catbells. I had planned to park at Hawse
end car park, however the few inches of snow

see that another five
inches had fallen
through the night and
the sky held a promising cloud pattern. It
might just clear, I
thought. My plan was
to cross Striding Edge
to Helvelyn.
Navigation had been
challenging. Due to
erosion control measures there was a diversion to the path. The
diversion was not
marked on the map and with snow covering
everything; I had no idea where the new path
was. I triangulated my position and walked
directly a bearing that would avoid some crags
on the left and intercept the large path that I
desired to be on.
I was pleased to be making the first tracks in
the snow; I enjoy mountain solitude, but this
gave two problems. The path’s course was only
just discernable beneath its wintery blanket, and
I was expending huge amounts of energy trudging in knee deep snow up a rather steep
incline. I say knee deep, I occasionally found a
tiresome hole.
I stopped to rest and enjoy the view back
down to Ullswater. Two walkers were struggling up the path in my trail. Whilst I was disappointed not to be alone on the hill, I felt some
relief that soon, with the advantage of my trail,
they will overtake me and allow me to walk in
their footsteps. I continued in the happy
knowledge that soon I will enjoy some respite.
After covering quite a distance and with my
legs complaining bitterly, I looked back to see
when the shift change might occur; the two
walkers seemed further away than when I first
spotted them. Surely they would be able to
move much quicker than me through the
trench I was cutting in the snow and with the
knowledge of where the holes were that I kept

Striding Edge and Catstycam from
Boredale Hause

finding. I pushed on again with renewed confidence in my fitness and some concern for
theirs. Those many hours of sweating on the
stair climber had paid off.
I looked back up the slope. At the top by the
famous hole in the wall, some fifty metres away,
a walker had paused and was looking down my
path. A cloud of spindrift blew across the ridge,
obliterating the visibillity. When it cleared a few
seconds later, the walker had vanished. Looking
back down, the team of two that had been following my trench were also nowhere to be
seen. They must have turned back. I continued
upwards fresh in the hope that I would soon
find a track in the snow and onward progress
would be easier.
At the hole in the wall, I could not find any
footsteps or any signs of the person I had seen.
Perhaps I was delusional. Perhaps it was the
ghost of Charles Gough and his dog. The scientist within me was desperately trying to find a
plausible explanation. I decided the most logical reasoning was the wind filling in the footsteps with spindrift. Though the speed at which
this was happening was quite inconceivable.
I wearily approached the rock tower that signifies the start of the proper ridge section.
Loose powder snow lay in heaps on the ledges.
I paused to consider whether I should have the
ice axe to hand. I suspected the powder snow
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would be too soft to make any ice axe arrest
affective. I also made a quick avalanche assessment, the results of which were not promising,
but I was on the lea side, the ridge itself could
be in better shape. I scrambled up the tower
and stood contemplating my next move. A million red hot needles drove into my exposed
cheeks as a bitterly cold wind drove spindrift
into me. The pain soon reached unbearable,
and then beyond. The ridge crest was home to
firm, secure snow. I pressed on with the tricky
descent onto the narrow ribbon of ridge.
Once again, I saw a person about 20 metres
ahead silhouetted ghostly grey in the swarming
spindrift. He or she was clearly struggling with
a tricky move. Then they vanished again as the
wind increased its snow moving effort and my
visibility shrank back down to ten metres. I
hadn’t been able to ascertain whether they
were retreating, or still pressing on. I was also
unsure whether there was one person or two.
I continued with extreme caution and descended a short distance to the right of the ridge to
avoid a bad step. I was now sheltered from the
wind and enjoyed immediate relief from the bitterly cold wind. Unfortunately, the loose powder snow I had descended into complained at
my weight and slumped downwards in small
avalanches. My pulse raced as I struggled to
extradite myself from purgatory. I found the
first signs of other mountaineers in the form of
a trench in the snow that led back to the ridge.
Once back on the ridge, the wind bit back into
my cheeks and the sting of spindrift gave sufficient deterrent to linger in this inhospitable
paradise. I moved quickly across the firm ridge
crest until, once again I was forced to descend
a few rocky steps to the right. A tricky piece of
down climbing left me on a firm ledge with
another tricky down climb before I would be
forced to ascend the lose powder back to the
ridge crest. I paused to put on my thicker
gloves and unstrap my axe from the back of the
rucksack; I knew it would probably be in my
way now, but should I get caught in an ava34

lanche heading for Red Tarn, it might just be of
some use to me.
The loose powder was now heaped up on
steeper ground and it took a few desperate
minutes before I was once again back on the
ridge being blasted by spin drift. The next section of ridge was trickier and my progress was
much slower. It was then that I gained two
extra problems. A tear froze across the lashes
of my left eye, impairing my already poor visibility. My back injury was also being aggravated.
It was starting to inform me of this by making
the back of my right knee hurt. I was
approaching the start of the final descent
before gaining the headwall up to Helvelyn’s
summit. I stopped to consider my options. I
suspected the headwall to be corniced and to
be covered with loose, avalanching powder.
The summit would be in total white out. My
cheeks, nose and eyes were hurting from the
windchill and spin drift blasting. I had plenty of
good reasons to turn back. However, a retreat
would also be very difficult and dangerous. I
turned around, hesitated and began my retreat
from what was the most dangerous position I
have ever been in.
I hoped to follow my own trail through the
deep powder, but even that was being filled in
by the incessant drifting snow. I was pleased to
arrive back at the base of the double rock step
that I had downclimbed a few minutes earlier.
Whilst sheltered, I took some chocolate from
my pocket, fiddled it out of its rapper. It was
frozen hard and tasteless, but provided a much
needed boost. I chose to rest a while. Looking
around, the summit of Catstycam appeared and
disappeared again. A new plan hatched; at a
point where the angle of the slope was less, I
could glissade down to Red Tarn and make my
way up Catstycam, a new summit for me.
Perhaps, if there was time, Swirral edge might
be in better shape.
With some new enthusiasm, I faced up to the
short scramble that lay ahead of me. The
frozen rock proved to be a problem. I found
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Ullswater

an iced ledge that I could edge and hooked the
tip of my ice axe at full reach into a horizontal
crack. A very strong pull and a grunt and I
could grab the horizontal crack with my gloved
left hand. A strong lock off; shoulder muscles
feeling like they were about to explode, I
released the axe and placed it solidly into the
firm ice on the ridge crest. Another pull and a
grunt and I was back on the ridge to where
two men stood eying me up and down with
apparent surprise. I realised from the colour of
their clothing and rucksacks that these were
the people who were following me up earlier. I
recognised the older one immediately. Since I
disapprove strongly of name dropping, I will not
give his name away. Let’s just say he has many
significant winter and summer first ascents to
his name and now of a pensionable age is still
very active.
I reported on the conditions I had found. They
had already decided not to go to the summit of
Helvelyn and were content to see how they
went on the ridge. They were openly delighted
to see another mountaineer out in ‘less than
ideal’ conditions. We discussed winter gradings;
I was pleased to hear from two experts that,
what in good conditions would barely scratch
Grade I, was feeling like grade III and upwards

in places today. I was warmed by stories of
mountaineering luminaries; recent and yesteryear, and of the first ascents of the gullies in
Red Tarn cove. They took my photograph for
me and we parted company.
I started my glissade soon after and arrived
quickly at the path that would lead up to
Swirral edge and Catstycam. Within only a few
steps in knee deep snow, I sank into a chest
deep drift. That will be the outfeed from Red
Tarn then. I dragged myself out with a struggle
and decided it was a good time for a sandwich.
My rucksack had obtained a cardboard texture, the draw cords refused to move and the
pocket in which I stow my gloves was full of
powder snow. I had been careless and forgot
to zip it closed on my earlier stop to put the
thicker gloves on; not the first time I have
experienced a simple concentration failure in
extreme conditions.
After a couple of sandwiches, I made quick
time to the top of Catstycam. I chose to glissade back to the main path and escape to
Glenridding for a cup of tea.
I was eluded in my search of the map for
something else with ‘Cat’ in its name and
ensured to keep to my original plan on my next
adventures.
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* Events *
Cottage Work Meet
Date: 23rd to 25th April 2010

Please come and help to keep YOUR cottage in
good repair.
All members are encouraged to do their bit.
There is NO charge for accommodation and
provided you fill your car with 4 people then a
contribution is made towards your petrol costs.
So why not come? It’s not going to cost you
anything except your time. We need you, your
skills and maybe your specialist tools. You will
be surprised just how much fun it is and you
get to meet members from our sister club the
Wellingborough M.C. One other plus is that
you often learn quite a lot of DIY skills.
See Clive on the Tuesday (20th) night at the
wall (or ring 07783542221) to arrange transport sharing.

Clash of the Titans –

Simon Perkins warns of some
changes to the climbing at Dinorwig slate quarry near the Welsh cottage
We had heard rumours that
Dali’s hole at Dinorwig slate
quarry in Wales had had been
fenced off due to the filming
of Clash of the Titans. Last
week when up at the PMC
hut, Abie and I decided that his
needed to be investigated.
New warning signs have been
erected and a 2.4 metre high
fence is indeed in place blocking off Dali’s hole and Eden.
There is no need to despair.
At the far end where the
fence meets the rock, it has
been pulled away allowing easy
access. If anybody from First
Hydro is reading this, it wasn’t
me. Unfortunately, some of the
36

lower bolts have
been either
removed or flattened. For a couple
of routes, such as
Petite Pois, all of the
bolts have been
removed. Not exactly sure why? But if
you are brave you can still
climb. Due to the horrid
weather conditions we didn’t
climb and check if any of the
bolts were secure.
In essence it is still possible
to climb in the quarry, but
smaller parties are recommend to attract less attention,
there are fewer routes now in

Dali’s hole, but it is still an
ideal place to climb and
explore in a dry evening. I also
recommend the film if is it
wet, we recognised many locations. I now have a bit of
Welsh slate used in the film, in
my lounge, all I need now is
Gemma Arterton to come
over and sign it.
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* Events *
PRESIDENT’S BBQ
Date: 18th to 20th June 2010

Come along to our traditional MIDSUMMER
BBQ at the cottage on the June meet.
It is the weekend of
the longest day, yes it
has arrived already; it’s
downhill from there on!
Have a thrash around
the hills and then throw
something on the Barbie
and enjoy a bit of social
intercourse plus a few
drinks with friends.
Clive will provide the barbecue on
the Saturday evening; all you have to
do is bring along a few cans and something to cremate. We’ve been amazed
in the past by people’s culinary surpris-

es: - Shish Kebabs, marinated lamb cutlets, etc.
Then on Sunday have another thrash around
the hills.
Actually Sun 20th is Father’s Day so
gentlemen, why not say
that all you want for
Father’s Day is a day in
the hills with your
climbing buddies, it is
YOUR day after all.
Contact Clive for
more details – Tel
01733 560303..
Clive will be at the
wall on Tuesday
15th to arrange
transport etc.

Photo Gallery
A spot of ice climbing in Norway on some
beautiful frozen waterfalls near Geilo –
Jenna Maryniak.
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* Events *
Lake District Meet
Date: 2-4th July 2010
Come and join us in the
most beautiful part of
England.
We are planning a
Scrambling weekend on a
couple of Lakeland’s most
famous routes.

Pinnacle Ridge, St Sunday Crag

Saturday 3rd July
–
CAM CRAG RIDGE
There are few better
scrambles in the Lakes
than Cam Crag Ridge on
a warm sunny day. This is
a long open scramble
graded 2/3 up clean solid
rock with great friction culminating in superb
views of the central fells. The walk-in is from
Stonethwaite (off the Borrowdale valley) alongside the beck and up into the Langstrath valley.
A really fine approach walk. Once on the top
of the scramble we can visit Tarn at Leaves and
descend the fell side back to the car giving a
total of 5 miles.

Sunday 4th July –
PINNACLE RIDGE

This is the classic grade 3 scramble that
appears in all picture books because the situation looks just phenomenal.
The walk-in is from Grisedale (head of
Ullswater near Patterdale) up the Grisedale
valley to Elmhow whereupon we start the
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Elmhow zigzags up the side of St Sunday Crag
towards the rocks. Once we have found the
route, easier said than done, we can swing
around the pinnacles like stone monkeys. It is a
really fine ridge scramble almost Alpine in style
but always over too soon. The descent is a
lovely walk down over Birks through
Glaramara Park with fine views of the Eastern
Fells giving a total of 4½ miles.

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation is either Camping at
Setmabanning Farm Threlkeld or in Clive’s cottage in Threlkeld.
The cottage sleeps 9. Contact Clive for details
and to book your place. A deposit may be
required. 01733 560303 or 07783 542 221.
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C
M
P Dates for your diary
23 April 2010 –
Cottage Work Meet

20, August 2010 –
August Hut Meet

Leader: Clive Osbourne

Leader: Volunteer required

15 May 2010 –
Novices Hut Meet

17, September 2010 –
September Hut Meet

Leader: Gill Tuck

Leader: Volunteer required

18 June 2010 –
Presidents Barbeque

3 October 2010 –
Viking Challenge

Leader: Clive Osbourne

15 October 2010 –
October Hut Meet

2 July 2010 –
Lake District Meet

Leader: Volunteer required

Leader: Clive Osbourne

19 November 2010 –
Chilli Bash

10 -17 July 2010 –
Via Ferrata (Italy)

Leader: Volunteer required

Leader: Clive Osbourne

17 December 2010 –
Xmas Hut Meet

16 July 2010 –
July Hut Meet

Leader: Volunteer required

Leader: Volunteer required

Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
For latest details see the brand new
PMC website
www.peterboroughmc.co.uk
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C Dates for your diary
M
P
Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
For latest details see the brand new PMC
website

www.peterboroughmc.co.uk
*New web address*

See events diary inside
Meet leaders required! Can you help?
We are looking for meet leaders to help host club events. It’s not hard and is a
good way to put something back into the club. If you are interested in helping out
contact:

Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
For the latest events check out: www.peterboroughmc.co.uk
For details of events contact the meet leader or see the Climbing Wall notice
board nearer the date.
Note: Non-members are welcome and encouraged to join us at these events. It’s the best time to
meet us and find out what PMC is all about.
Lifts are normally arranged at the wall on the Tuesday evening before the event. Occasionally an
event may change. For confirmation on future events e-mail events@peterboroughmc.org.uk
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